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Abstract: Cloud defines a new age of computing solution that provides services to customers with its unique features of agility and multi-tenancy. As the critical resources are hosted at cloud provider’s end, security is a big challenge in cloud computing. If the cloud environment is compromised and attackers get the access of core data centers, the availability of the critical resources becomes a big concern for the service consumers. Denial of Service and Distributed Denial of Service kind of attacks are launched towards cloud environment to make the resources unavailable for legitimate users. In this paper we propose a fuzzy logic based defense mechanism that can be set with predefined rules by which it can detect the malicious packets and takes proper counter measures to mitigate the DDoS attack. Also a detailed study of different kind of DDoS attack and existing defense strategies has been carried out.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing is an emerging field that presents new consumption and delivery model for virtualized IT solutions. Cloud encapsulates several existing web technologies to offer reduced management, improved scalability and on demand availability of resources. Agile deployment model, low investment, multi tenancy are all added attributes of cloud technology. In cloud environment, users’ data and applications are scattered at remote data centers that can be accessed at users’ end in virtualized form irrespective of users’ locations and time. But the advantages of on demand resource availability in cloud environment come with several security issues. As users’ confidential data are stored and applications are deployed at cloud service provider’s end, continual service availability and protection of sensitive data are big concerns to consider for consumers.

The ubiquitous usage of cloud based service has brought remotely deployed applications in all kind of client devices using web based technologies. In the same time it is also susceptible to the same attacks and reliability problems that plague other IP-based data and web services. Unavailability of services and connectivity issues [22] in cloud can disrupt the service completely which tolls huge business loss for consumers. Denial of service (DoS) and distributed denial of service (DDoS) are two web based attacks aiming to make critical resource unavailable to legitimate users.

DDoS, which is an amplified and advanced form of DoS, is the security breach that targets the remote data centers running important services and floods the servers with huge amount of packets that is unbearable to the victim server causing unavailability of services to legitimate users. DDoS is a tempting way to attack the service providers due to the wide spread availability of attack tool and simplicity of the attack strategy. The presence of DDoS attack in web history can be traced back to its first occurrence in June, 1998 [5]. However denial of service attacks such as ICMP/Ping flood that stops legitimate users from accessing network resource was known to network research community in 1980s. In February 2000, a Canadian hacker namely “mafiaboy” [1] successfully launched a series of denial of service attacks against several commercial sites, including Yahoo, Amazon, Fifa and eBay, which is considered as first documented DoS attack in history causing an estimated cumulative loss of US$1.2 billion. Due to the DDoS attack on its site in January, 2001, Microsoft faced a disruption of service in its web sites including Microsoft.com, CarPoint.com, MSN.com, Encarta.com and Expedia.com [25]. In October 2002, an hour long, sophisticated DDoS attack crippled nine of the thirteen geographically spread servers that used to manage Domain Name System (DNS) service to users [26].

In January 2004, the Mydoom worm was used to carry out DDoS attack against SCO group following which SCO group announced a bounty of US$250,000 “for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the individual or individuals responsible for creating the Mydoom virus” [27]. It was estimated that globally around one million computers were infected by massive spread of Mydoom worm. Denial of service has gained its popularity with distributed nature to conduct against commercial sites. In recent times, March 2013, Spamhaus Project was affected by a massive 300 Gbps packet flood attack which was recovered by CloudFlare [28]. In February 2014, CloudFlare reported that it mitigated the worst DDoS attack ever against a French site that reached up to 400Gbps of packet flood using NTP amplification [29]. The web traffic analysis reveals that, on average 1.29 DDoS attacks are occurring worldwide in every two minutes [24]. As the data are distributed in cloud environment, DDoS attack in cloud is on the rise in every year with available network attack tools. Trin00 or Trinoo [23] is considered to be first tool or set of programs written in C that was used extensively by hackers to launch several DDoS attacks. DDoS attack softwares or tools simulate a huge number of packet requests concurrently to victim server preventing legitimate customers from visiting the site. Now a days, DDoS attacks are initiated by the help of widely scattered, networked botnets or zombies that simultaneously send a
huge amount of traffic to target machine. If this attack persists for long time, it also prevents search engine spiders from visiting the website that causes loss of its page ranking so that potential customers would no longer be able to find the website by using major search engines. In general, DoS activity can be seen as an act of vandalism that instigates a cyber-attack having experimental, financial, technological, political or socio-economical motive. Availability of multiple Denial of Service attack tools attracts inexpert hackers commonly referred to as Script Kiddies with limited technical skill. But the advancement of the DDoS defense mechanisms, mitigation tactics and strong security policies designed by experts left no space for novice attackers to gain much. Experienced and professional hackers’ communities always research on existing security breach or flaws in protocol to design more complicated and advanced attack strategy. Different defense mechanisms against DDoS attacks have been discussed and proposed in literature. Also defense strategies have been classified based upon the classification DDoS attacks. Leland et al. [6] demonstrated network traffic models based on self-similar stochastic processes. This self-similarity is very essential in detecting denial of service scenario in a network. The objective of this paper is to discuss different kinds of existing DDoS attacks and related mitigation techniques. We also plan to design a fuzzy logic based model as a DDoS protection mechanism.

2. Motivation Behind DDoS Attack

Risk quantification and analysis provide several methodologies for categorizing and approximating security risk factors, estimating possible defense mechanism and their effectiveness to reduce risks. Designing an effective defense strategy needs a thorough study of attackers’ inspiration behind launching a DDoS attack [3]. The attack mitigation method should be developed by considering plausible attack methods, attack opportunities and attack motives. DDoS attack can commonly be divided into below mentioned categories:

- **Experimental**: This is the most common incentive for attackers to launch DDoS attack which is often carried out by rookie hackers with some easily available tools to get experience or just for fun. However this kind of attack often can be detected at the beginning stage itself and the traffic can be easily separated from the victim server. An efficient defense mechanism and strong cyber laws are useful for discouraging this kind of practice.

- **Competition**: This is again a common reason for launching DDoS attacks against commercial firms for gaining financial and economical [9] profits in market by rival parties. But in this case the professionally and technically experienced hackers are hired and the attack becomes really dangerous, persistent and challenging to mitigate. These persistent attacks disrupt the vital services, damage the regular sales resulting into harm to reputation.

- **Revenge**: DDoS attacks for taking revenge are often carried out by unhappy customers, frustrated employees or disgruntled hackers. Later the attacker might demand payment to stop the DoS attack for making profit.

- **Political reasons**: DDoS attacks are also a weapon to interrupt services and cyber infrastructure due to political incentives and ideologies [7]. DDoS attacks on US military sites in 2001 by Chinese hackers’ group “Honker Union”, series of DoS attack on Estonia government’s web servers in 2007 [2], attack on CNN’s site by a number of attack tools in 2008, DDoS attack on Burma’s site Democratic Voice of Burma (DVB) in 2008 etc. are some of the incidents of DDoS attack due to political reasons [8].

**Cyber war**: This is another major incentive to launch powerful DDoS attack by hacktivists, military or terrorist organizations with a goal to halt the daily business and essential services of other countries. Highly experienced and skilled hackers are involved in this kind of attack to paralyze a country’s daily online activities and vital services causing huge socio-economical loss. The attackers generally target privately and publicly available services, banking and finance organizations, state owned services and web servers, state-run organizations, telecommunication and mobile service vendors, energy and transportation infrastructure, healthcare corporations etc. Apart from these major motivations some other common incentives can be – hackers, keen to establish reputations in cyber world, tests conducted by government or private security agencies, random attacks generated by flash crowd, self-induced accidental attack etc.

3. DDoS Attack Generation Tools

There are a number of DDoS attack tools developed for different operating platform that can be easily downloaded from web and can be used to launch a DDoS attack immediately. This attracts new hackers to play with DDoS attack against commercial firms. However attacks launched without much strategy and technical skill from attacker’s side are often found as harmless or can easily be traced back to take any legal action against the attacker. Here we would discuss some widely available DDoS tools to launch attacks:

- **Trinoo or Trin00** [30]: It was the first well known tool used for launching DDoS attack by packet flooding from multiple machines. Trinoo was probably set up on thousands of machines connected on Internet that and compromised by “remote buffer overrun exploitation” [31]. Trinoo network comprises of attackers, master server, daemon and victim server. Master servers used to come under direct control of attackers and each master used to control a number of daemons. Later daemons were reasonable to conduct a consolidated packet flooding attack towards victim server.

- **Wintrinoo** [30]: This is the windows version of Trinoo that increased the opportunity of more effective attack by compromising widely available machines run on windows operating system. It used to reach to user’s end via email attachment and could be run by document macros.

- **LOIC (Low Orbit Ion Canon)**: LOIC is an open source software [32] available on internet and one of the most popular tool used for TCP, UDP packet flooding attack and testing network load. First written in C#, LOIC also has a version developed in JavaScript and a web browser version [33]. LOIC does not conceal attacker’s IP address and hence it can be easily traced back.

- **HOIC (High Orbit Ion Canon)**: Like LOIC, it is also an open source network stress testing tool which can launch DDoS attack by means of HTTP flood also.
In the current scenario, cloud computing is the abstraction of services and securing a cloud service includes securing it from virtual machine vulnerabilities and service integration flaws. Attackers try to consume bandwidth, processing power and storage systems. DDOS is not a particular type of network attack but a common terminology to represent a group of attacks. As attackers target the loopholes of existing protocols at different network layers, the DDoS attack scenarios are classified based upon network layers. In general DDoS attacks are categorized into two categories: i) layer-3 attack or network-transport level DDoS attack and ii) layer-7 attack or application level DDoS attack. We will discuss about these categories and their sub categories in detail.

4.1 Layer-3 attack / network-transport level DDoS attack

Layer-3 attacks are generally carried out to exhaust server’s resources by deploying high volume (number) of packets of TCP, UDP, ICMP protocols. Flooding Attack: Attackers bombard a large volume of packets to saturate the server’s network resources and eventually bring down the cloud service to a halt. UDP flood, ICMP flood, DNS flood are the widely used DDoS flood in layer-3 attack [17]. UDP flood attack leverages UDP packets to congest random or specific ports of the server keeping the server application busy in listening at the ports and when it does not find any application waiting for that ports it ultimately sends a “destination unreachable” ICMP message to spoofed source addresses. In ICMP flood attack, a large burst of ICMP echo packet (‘Ping’ flood) is sent to destination that congest the bandwidth of server’s bandwidth as victim needs to reply all echo requests. Based upon the severity of the attack, the server side services can be slow or completely crashed down. UDP and ICMP floods are detectable and can be prevented by setting threshold values at border routers where routers only allow UDP/ICMP packets up to threshold rate. Daan van der Sanden et al. [18] proposed a mechanism to detect UDP attacks based on packet symmetry in UDP traffic flow. TCP flood is another kind of DDoS flood attack at this level that makes victim server unable to respond to legitimate requests for new TCP connections [41]. There are several variations of TCP flood attack but TCP SYN flood is mostly used in DDoS attack that exploits the basis of 3-way handshake of TCP connection. Attackers use spoofed address to send several SYN packets containing TCP request to victim and server allocates Transmission Control Blocks. The server kernel memory gets exhausted and once the limit of half open connection is achieved server discards all other connection setup requests from legitimate users [42]. Reflection Attack: In reflection based DDoS attack, attacker sends requests to target victim as well as other machines in the network. The request packet carries the spoofed address of the victim and hence all other machines reply back to victim’s address making its bandwidth exhausted [19]. Amplification Attack: In this kind of attack, message volume is multiplied for each message and traffic towards victim is exaggerated. Amplification attack like SMURF attack sends ICMP ping requests to a network’s broadcast router in order to relay the message to all machines connected to that network [39]. Attacker spoofs the source IP address of the ICMP message to be the victim’s server so that all the responses go back to victim’s device. More the devices are there behind the border router more the attack is multiplied and becomes devastating in nature. There is another variation of SMURF attack which is known as Fraggle Attack. In contrast to SMURF attack that sends ICMP Echo messages, fragile attack sends UDP Echo messages to the ports supporting character generation. DNS amplification is also a widely used DDoS attack strategy where attackers exploit the feature of DNS response being “substantially larger” than DNS request message [40]. DNS request is sent to an open DNS server making the source of the request spoofed to be the target’s IP address and large volume of response traffic is diverted to victim server.

4.2 Layer-7 attack / application level DDoS attacks

The application layer or layer 7 DDoS attack has become a trend in now a days and its versatile nature has made it tough to be detected by anti-DDoS filters. In contrast to layer-3 attack, application level DDoS attack is more sophisticated and generally consumes less bandwidth with requests similar to legitimate ones. These attacks exploits the vulnerabilities of application level protocols and exhaust victim server's computing resources by well-known applications such as domain name system (DNS), IRC, http, VoIP, SIP etc. Some of the widely experienced layer-7 DDoS attacks are given below:
DDoS defense system aims to detect the attack as early as possible to mitigate it as near as possible to the attack source. Currently, it is difficult to differentiate attack traffic from normal traffic. The attack can be customized to enhance its effectiveness by adding SQL injection attack with it. Due to the defective coding, application can be insecure and vulnerable to SQL injection attack. This kind of requests run on application server and a large amount of queries can consume considerable amount of resources to disrupt the server's functionalities.

### HTTP flooding attack

Attackers mimic http requests of the legitimate users and overwhelm the server's resources by their request messages [20] so that the offered service by the victim server is delayed or becomes unavailable. Server is flooded by large number of GET or POST requests. POST requests consist of several parameters related to expensive resources. Hence, HTTP-POST request flooding becomes more destructive than HTTP-GET request flooding. Attackers generate a number of botnets that eventually generate a large number of http requests towards server similar to legitimate users and hence it's difficult to differentiate attack traffic from normal traffic.

HTTP flooding attack can be customized to enhance its effectiveness by adding SQL injection attack with it. Due to the defective coding, application can be insecure and vulnerable to SQL injection attack. This kind of requests run on application server and a large amount of queries can consume considerable amount of resources to disrupt the server's functionalities.

### HTTP slow request attack

Several DDoS attack tools generate slow request attack by sending high workload requests within single http session. Attackers use non-spoofed IP address to send valid packets that hold an http session for long time. It sends all http traffic in tiny fragments so slowly that the http session timeout is just not over. The system waits to receive all the fragments during this long lasting session and finally it becomes congested by multiple long lasting sessions generated by botnets. Slowloris or Slow HTTP GET attack is launched in this way by repeatedly transmitting small amount of data. Another variation of this scenario, Slow HTTP POST or slow body [21] attack sends POST request parameters and relative values without reaching the Content-Length limit. The botnet repeated looks for wait timeout value and sends another randomly generated POST request and corresponding values to elongate the session.

### HTTP slow read attack

Http slow read attack affects the core application part of lower layers (for example: TCP) and makes it reply slowly. Attacker's machine or other compromised machines set the receiving window smaller than the victim server's send buffer. Hence TCP maintains open connections even if there is no data communication that eventually causes a DDoS flooding attack.

### 5. DDoS Defense Strategy

Most of the DDoS attacks are cumulative in nature and become more and more destructive in course of time. Any DDoS defense system aims to detect the attack as early as possible and to mitigate it as near as possible to the attack sources. Though it is expected to diminish the attack near to the source, the accuracy of detection and response mechanism at that location cannot be unquestionable. Here we will discuss some of the existing mechanism proposed in literature to defend the cloud environment from DDoS attack.

Several defense strategies have been discussed in literature for mitigating DDoS attack at application level and network level [47, 48]. In case of network level attack it is easier to detect and mitigate the attack as compared to application level attack. IP address spoofing is a big annoyance in cloud security infrastructure as it leads to false detection of attack source.

Ingress/Egress filtering mechanism helps to distinguish spoofed IP address from the legitimate one that stays within the range of the valid addresses. Ping Du et al. [43] proposed a “Network Egress and Ingress Filtering” that can be installed at the border routers of the ISPs so that DDoS attack from the ISP and towards ISP can be mitigated. Large flows that require resource more than threshold limit are mainly accountable for DDoS attack. This filtering makes those flows restricted to limited resources. However ingress/egress filtering may not detect spoofed IP address that attackers keep within valid IP address range.

Abraham Yaar et al. [44] proposed a packet marking mechanism namely “path identifier” where packets are embedded with path fingerprint that allows users to trace back the packet transmit path from victim to source despite address spoofing. Ruiliang Chen [45] et al. also presented “Router Interface Marking (RIM)” scheme that performs packet marking with “routers interface identifier” to detect attack source by IP trace back. Trace back mechanism proposed by Yang Xiang et al. [46] can trace the attack source up to its local administrative network with lower computation cost and higher accuracy. However deployment of trace back mechanism needs the routers in that network that support identifiers to trace back. Also attackers can generate and forge the trace back message to bypass this defense strategy. Total operational costs for implementing trace back mechanisms need to be considered.

Hop count filtering method [49, 50, 51] is also a DDoS detection strategy that can differentiate spoofed packets from legitimate users’ packets. As the packet travels through a route, each intermediate router decreases the TTL value of the packet by one and hence TTL value implicitly indicates the hop count between source and destination. Hop count of packets in normal traffic is calculated and stored in a table. During the attack period the hop count value is calculated for each IP address and compared with corresponding saved values. A high discrepancy between these two values makes the system discarding the packets. If machines from legitimate users’ range and valid hop count are compromised by, the system may become ineffective for anomaly detection.

In traffic level measurement based defense system, a particular limit of incoming traffic is set and system throttles the traffic flow by discarding packets when congestion reaches beyond the predefined limit. Yoohwon Kim et al. [52] proposed an anomaly detection and congestion control mechanism “Packetscore” [53] for statistical packet filtering. Legitimate packets are estimated using “Conditional Legitimate Probability (CLP) and malicious packets are discarded selectively for controlling the overload.

Existing defense strategies are broadly divided in three types based upon the deployment location of mitigation techniques, such as: source (attack-source) based approach, network or router based approach and host (destination) based approach. In cloud environment, service providers keep the data duplicated in several data centers which are geographically distributed throughout the globe. This data
redundancy helps to switch to other data center if one data center experiences a high volume DDoS attack and thus to maintain the continuity of the service to legitimate users [55]. This process is suitable for large scale data centers, but for medium to small scale service providers, scope of data redundancy may be limited and a DDoS attack causes substantial loss for them. Table 1 gives some of the existing surviving techniques in Cloud environment and their features have been discussed.

There are also existing works in literature where Fuzzy logic based rules and deduction system has been studied and implemented to approach the anomaly detection mechanism. In most cases, fuzzy based intrusion detection systems suffer from limited attributes of data collection explicitly for a specific kind of attack. From design point of view, the distributed and collaborating nature of network and cloud environment has made the task more difficult. Some of the detection systems consider only distributed architecture and able to detect the attacks locally [54]. For local detection, each distributed component is able to detect anomaly locally.

### Table 1. Surviving Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Chun Lo et al. [56] proposed a cooperative intrusion detection system (IDS) framework.</td>
<td>Cooperative agents from IDS deployed in each cloud environment exchange alerts if one IDS identifies any attack. Alerts coming from different regions are collected by alert clustering module and decision about accepting the alert is taken based upon severity of the attack. This system protects cloud environment from single point of failure.</td>
<td>Implementation of the cooperative agent and the majority voting system include much computational effort to existing defense system. Eventually, the system can experience high computation time and low detection rate of attacks. Also, to build this model, special cloud infrastructure is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AmanBakshi et al. [57] proposed IT virtualization strategy to secure cloud environment from DDoS attack</td>
<td>SNORT [58] like IDS in virtual machines is used to analyze incoming and outgoing packets and to evaluate with known signature. If DDoS attack is detected, target application is shifted to other virtual machine at different data centre and packets from malicious IP addresses are blocked. This approach prevents DDoS attack in virtualized cloud environment by securing applications running in virtual machines.</td>
<td>SNORT kind of IDS identifies known attacks; hence all kind of DDoS attacks are not detected and prevented in virtualized environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Jeyanthi et al. [59] proposed Packet Resonance Strategy (PRS) to detect and prevent DDoS attack from Spoofed addresses</td>
<td>PRS implements a defense mechanism consisting of two levels: packet bouncer and packet transit. It permits access to cloud datacenters only if remote clients satisfies initial authentication at both the levels. This light weight solution is able to detect malicious packets from spoofed addresses and discards those packets at DC’s firewall.</td>
<td>It obtains intended communication channel for authenticated users. Also tracing the attack source to block further traffic flow from those addresses was not discussed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Arun Raj Kumar et al. [60] proposed Neural Classifier for detecting DDoS attack</td>
<td>“Resilient Back Propagation (RBP)” was selected as base classifier for collecting network traffic data, processing and classifying the attack. This method provides high detection accuracy with less false positive results.</td>
<td>The system accepts a collection of classifier outputs and “Neyman Pearson cost minimization strategy” for attack classification. It increases computational overhead for overall performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen Qi et al. [61] proposed a confidence based filtering (CBF) method for mitigating DDoS attack</td>
<td>CBF is a packet filtering method that generates a nominal profile for normal, legitimate packets during non-attack period and evaluates the score of packets during attack period to decide if the packet can be discarded or not. This allows dynamic packet filtering with high accuracy in very less time.</td>
<td>This method scores the packets based on some characteristics concurrently appeared in legitimate packets. But specific number of single attributes are not defined that need to be selected. To accumulate the confidence values of attribute-value pairs, a database is maintained at server side to store them in a 3-dimensional array due to which computing speed can be affected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampada Chavan et al. [62] proposed a neuro-fuzzy based intrusion detection system</td>
<td>An Artificial Neural Networks and Fuzzy Inference System based defense mechanism that uses SNORT for real time traffic analysis. Signature pattern database is built from supervised and unsupervised learning method.</td>
<td>Significant training time can restrict it to be used in a dynamic network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleber Vieira et al. [63] proposed a neural network based anomaly detection scheme in grid and cloud computing</td>
<td>An Artificial Neural Network based anomaly detection mechanism having an audit system to secure the cloud from attacks.</td>
<td>It cannot work efficiently if training data is limited. Also intrusion detection takes much time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Jeyanthi et al. [64] proposed an entropy based DDoS attack prevention approach</td>
<td>It analyzes dynamic traffic data, detects deviation of traffic from normal behavior and distinguishes normal traffic and attack traffic.</td>
<td>Application based attack and source address spoofing can bypass this security system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for that node only and aware of the local phenomenon. However global alarm is not always raised to defend large volume of attack towards the system. So the choice of detection parameters should be hybrid and anomaly based in distributed architecture. Below table shows a comparative study on some of the techniques:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Papers</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type-2 fuzzy set based algorithm for detecting misbehaving nodes [68]</td>
<td>Collects sample data of various network parameters in distributed environment for partial-anomaly based detection from misbehaving nodes.</td>
<td>Routing protocol is not specified, simulation result is not given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Logic Controller based IDS [69]</td>
<td>Collects audit log file and neighbors related data for misuse based detection.</td>
<td>Specific for false route request attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy based trust solution using fuzzy logic for anomaly detection [70]</td>
<td>Uses network packet data as source for anomaly detection.</td>
<td>Not collaborative and response system is not given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Sets based Agent communication [71]</td>
<td>Collects packet data from data stream for misused based detection; independent and collaborative.</td>
<td>Routing protocol is not specified, prevention scheme could be presented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust and fuzzy logic based detection system (IDS) [72]</td>
<td>Uses network level data for cryptographic algorithm and trust based anomaly detection.</td>
<td>Only malicious node detection in collaborative way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic analysis based on fuzzy logic approach [73]</td>
<td>Exploitation detection from data packets and Routing packets.</td>
<td>Not collaborative, prevention scheme and simulation are not specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy inference system based anomaly detection [74]</td>
<td>Specification and anomaly based detection from data packets and Control packet based features.</td>
<td>Restricted to blackhole attack only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy logic based forensic analysis [75]</td>
<td>Forensic analysis based upon data stored in log files, configuration settings, routing tables etc.</td>
<td>Limited to small level attack.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2. Fuzzy Based Techniques

6. Fuzzy Based Defense Mechanism

We will discuss the design of a hybrid fuzzy defense mechanism against DDoS attack based on the statistical behavior of parameters of network protocols. We plan to consider parameters from network level as well as application level protocols that would help to depict the traffic pattern in a data center server. DDoS is not a single kind of network attack but a general name of different kinds of attack strategies that exploit the loopholes in existing security systems and protocols to disrupt the victim’s resources. We would select the vital network parameters that change significantly during an attack phase and hence its pattern gives an essential clue to detect denial of service attack from normal traffic.

Before launching the attack, an attacker sends ICMP Echo packets to find the machines which are vulnerable to security threat and gains their access. Once those machines are compromised, those become the agents to consolidate a DDoS attack towards a single destination. Lee et al. [10] described several network parameters that can be used to detect the DDoS parameters. Distribution of Source and Destination IP addresses and ports in existing network provide information about the DDoS attack. During the attack period the destination IP address becomes common in each packet trace. The self-similarity of each network that exists regardless of network type, protocols, topology and packet size plays a crucial role in statistical anomaly detection.

The parameters which were considered by Lee et al [10] to detect anomaly are as follows:
- Source IP address and port
- Destination IP address and port
- Packet type
- Occurrence rate of packet type (TCP SYN, UDP, ICMP)
- Number of packets

Significant divergence of these parameters shows the attack in network traffic. This divergence can be measured by the concept of entropy [11] as it depicts the randomness or uncertainty of information. Shannon’s theorem [12] shows that if an information source is having n independent symbols each with a probability of choice Pi then entropy H would be:

\[
H = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i \log_2 P_i
\]

Entropies are calculated on sample of packet headers that helps to decipher the change in the pattern. During the attack traffic, the entropy of source IP addresses increases as number of sources from where the packets arrive is large and the entropy of destination IP addresses is converged to a small value as the attack is concentrated towards a particular server. In normal traffic, the distribution of source IP address of legitimate users can be seen uniformly scattered across the network. On the contrary, the distribution pattern of malicious IP addresses appears to be cumulative in specific zones like clusters. The reason behind generating such pattern is due to a number of machines in the same LAN or WAN get compromised and become agents to launch distributed attack (38). Entropy of packet type and packet rate are also considered as in earlier discussion we have seen that different DDoS tools and scripts use specific type of packets (for example: ICMP packet, UDP packet) which results into small entropy value during attack phase. Value of number of packets becomes very large during volumetric attack and its entropy also becomes large. Hence entropy based defense mechanism dynamically analyze and distinguish the malicious and normal packets according to traffic behavior that provides effective solution against DDoS attack [49].

For our fuzzy based hybrid defense mechanism we would consider some of the above mentioned parameters along with some http packet parameters so that the system can detect layer 3 attacks and can show the possibility of layer 7 attack
if needed. The parameters to be considered for DDoS detection in our proposed system can be summarized as:

- Entropy of Source IP address and port
- Entropy of Packet type
- Packet rate (packet flow per unit time)
- Number of packets
- HTTP request rate (GET)
- HTTP packet timeline

Secondary parameter:

- Destination IP address and port

We have kept the measurement of entropy of destination IP and port as secondary parameter as it can be taken as an optional parameter. During the attack period this measurement becomes almost unique and seldom changes. So if the detection system works at boundary routers of the cloud data centers, the entropy value of Destination IP address and port will not portray much useful information.

As shown in [13], packet rate can be calculated as:

\[ R_i(TCP \lor UDP \lor ICMP) = \frac{\text{Total number of incoming packets}(TCP \lor UDP \lor ICMP)}{\text{Total number of IP packets}} \]

\[ R_i(TCP \lor UDP \lor ICMP) = \frac{\text{Total number of incoming packets}(TCP \lor UDP \lor ICMP)}{\text{Total number of IP packets}} \]

If the HTTP request data is abnormally small it may be the reason of slow read packets. HTTP packet timeline is important to consider for mitigating slow HTTP request attack. Attacker machine requests with extremely slow packet transfer rate that keeps the server’s resources always busy. Also the pattern of HTTP GET request is a common attribute that is present in HTTP GET flood attacks [16]. Considering HTTP GET request (GET request per second) [19]

The proposed fuzzy model is a similarity based learning mechanism to detect the attack traffic. Self-similarity characteristic of attack and normal traffic are typically different. The degree of similarity between these two elements can be calculated by Hurst Parameter. As shown in [14]:

\[ P_i : i = 1, 2, ..., n \] represents the values of n successive values of a parameter P in incoming traffic, k is the observation time, n is the total number of observations, then expectation of \( X_k \) is defined as:

\[ \bar{P}_k = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} P_k \] (2)

Mean deviation = \( P_k - \bar{P}_k \) (3)

The minimum and maximum deviations are defined as:

\[ \min_{k \leq n} (P_k - \bar{P}_k) \] (4)

and

\[ \max_{k \leq n} (P_k - \bar{P}_k) \] (5)

The range of n successive values:

\[ R_n = \min_{k \leq n} (P_k - \bar{P}_k) - \max_{k \leq n} (P_k - \bar{P}_k) \] (6)

Normalized constant = \( Q_n = R_n/S_n \)

Where Standard Deviation is defined as,

\[ S_n = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} P_k^2 - \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} P_k \right)^2} \] (7)

If the value of is very large then:

\[ R_n/S_n \approx cn^H \] (8)

Where c is a constant and H is the Hurst Parameter.

In detection phase of DDoS attack, the Traffic Class is defined by proposed fuzzy system that concludes if the traffic is normal or attack traffic. Traffic Class is the output parameter for given network parameters as input.

**Problem definition:** As given in [15], we are having network parameters as \( n \) input variables \( x = (x_1, ..., x_n)^T \in R_n \) and output parameter \( y \). The sampling dataset is defined as:

\( \{x^{(p)}, y^{(p)}\}, p = 1, 2, ..., N \)

The fuzzy system will extract the IF-THEN rules to define the relationship between input parameters set and output parameter.

\[ IF x_1 \in A^{(l)}_{11} \land ... \land x_3 \in A^{(l)}_{33}, THEN y \in B^{(l)} \] (9)

Here \( A^{(l)}_{ii} \) and \( B^{(l)} \) are the fuzzy sets, \( l = 1, 2, ..., M \) is the rule index with \( m < n \). The reason behind keeping number of m less than n is that we need not choose all the n variables to define each rule but only selected number of parameters m from n available variables. The aim of the design is to find the fuzziness of output variable when a set of input conditions (variables) are defined for some fuzzy regions. Output variable would be selected from some predefined fuzzy sets (For example: Network Traffic is NORMAL or HIGH_ATTACK or VERY_HIGH_ATTACK etc.).

\( A^{(l)}_{ii} \) is the membership function which is already defined. The fuzzy set would be characterized by this membership or characteristic function. Membership function is associated with every point in the set of x. It defines the degree of membership of each element. Fuzzy sets have no well-defined boundaries and transition of membership function is gradual. Hence, grades of membership do not hold only 0 and 1 value but any values between 0 and 1 that represents a partial membership.

First we would compute the weighted vector for input-output dataset \( (x^{(p)}, y^{(p)}) \):

\[ W_v^{(p)} = \prod_{j=1}^{n} H_{A_{ij}}(x_{ij}^{(p)}) \] (10)

If \( \sum_{p=1}^{N} W_v^{(p)} = 0 \) then no rule can be formed. Otherwise, the weighted average can be calculated as:
The worm program generates botnets faster and the path of target system by bombarding large number of packets simultaneously to a machine's address and scan the network to find vulnerable installed in cloud environment. The attackers spoof their machine’s address and scan the network to find vulnerable computers. Once few machines are compromised, attackers gain the access right and use the handlers to intrude other network connected machines which are called ‘agents’. The scanning, exploiting and compromising process is embedded in a worm program [4] that spreads into machines automatically, installs itself in the machines and launch further attack. Hence these agents perform the DDoS attack by bombarding large number of packets simultaneously to a target system.

The worm program generates botnets faster and the path of source is hard to trace back. As shown in the Figure 1, the agents make attack towards the cloud server. The fuzzy intelligent system is installed in the cloud environment that makes decision out of incoming traffic to detect the DDoS attack.

\[ w_{av} = \frac{\sum_{p=1}^{N} y^{(p)} w^{(p)}(x)}{\sum_{p=1}^{N} w^{(p)}(x)} \]  

(11)

The Fuzzy IF-THEN rules would be generated from determined set of output parameters. For defined fuzzy set \( B^1, ..., B^K \) there would be \( B^j \) such that,

\[ \mu_{B^j}(w_{av}) \geq \mu_{B^j}(w_{av}) \quad \text{for } j = 1, 2, ..., K. \]  

(12)

Next, Degree of Confidence would be derived from:

\[ doc = \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma}{\max_{p=1}^{N} y^{(p)} - y^{(q)}} \right) \mu_{B^j}(w_{av}) \]  

(13)

7. System Architecture

Schematic model of the proposed system has been shown below. Figure.1 shows the fuzzy based defense system installed in cloud environment. The attackers spoof their machine’s address and scan the network to find vulnerable computers. Once few machines are compromised, attackers gain the access right and use the handlers to intrude other network connected machines which are called ‘agents’. The scanning, exploiting and compromising process is embedded in a worm program [4] that spreads into machines automatically, installs itself in the machines and launch further attack. Hence these agents perform the DDoS attack by bombarding large number of packets simultaneously to a target system.

The worm program generates botnets faster and the path of source is hard to trace back. As shown in the Figure 1, the agents make attack towards the cloud server. The fuzzy intelligent system is installed in the cloud environment that makes decision out of incoming traffic to detect the DDoS attack.

Next, Degree of Confidence would be derived from:

\[ doc = \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma}{\max_{p=1}^{N} y^{(p)} - y^{(q)}} \right) \mu_{B^j}(w_{av}) \]  

(13)

**Working phases:** The working phases of the system can be divided into four:

**Learning Phase:** In this phase the inference rules are designed and fed to fuzzy systems. First the required parameters or inputs to the system are declared. These parameters are the packet characteristics that change considerably during the DDoS attack. Fuzzy system learns to make decision based upon data fed and determines the traffic class.

**Traffic Analysis:** In this phase, the fuzzy based defense system monitor the traffic dynamically, analyzes and evaluates the traffic class based upon inference rules. The fuzzy rules are defined in conditional way in IF-ELSE form to determine the logic. Here the rules for defending DDoS attack are flexible and can be modified based upon type of attack and the network parameters change due to the attack.

Rules can be defined as:

{IF entropy of source IP and port are LOW and ICMP packet rate is HIGH THEN Traffic Class is attack HIGH

IF Http Packet Rate is HIGH and Http Packet timeline is LOW THEN Traffic Class is attack HIGH

IF entropy of source IP and port are HIGH and Number of packets is LOW THEN Traffic Class is NORMAL

IF entropy of source IP and port are LOW and Number of packets is LOW and UDP packet rate is HIGH THEN Traffic Class is attack HIGH

IF entropy of source IP is LOW and source port is HIGH and Number of packets is HIGH and Entropy of packet type is HIGH THEN Traffic Class is attack HIGH

IF entropy of source IP and port are MEDIUM and Number of packets is LOW THEN Traffic Class is NORMAL

IF entropy of source IP and port are MEDIUM and Packets rate of TCP SYN is HIGH THEN Traffic Class is ATTACK HIGH

IF entropy of source IP and port are HIGH and Packets rate of TCP SYN is HIGH and Number of Packets is HIGH THEN Traffic Class is ATTACK HIGH}
Membership function for each input parameter is defined as shown in below example:

![Membership Function plot](image)

**Figure 3. Membership Function plot**

In this way the cloud security admin can define the fuzzy rules for possible attack types and network parameters.

**Anomaly Detection:** Fuzzy system determines the traffic class and generates alarms if anomaly is found.

**Attack Prevention:** Border routers are asked to discard the packets from malicious sources.

**Distinguish DDoS from flash crowd:** Distinguishing a DDoS attack from flash crowd [65] and shrew attacks [67] is a difficult job that any DDoS defense system should take care of. These are legitimate traffic patterns that create sudden surge in network packet flow when a large number of valid users try to access the service concurrently. These events do not reach any harm to data centers and does not stay for long period of time. In our solution, the defense mechanism monitors the source IP distribution and packet characteristics to discriminate a flash crowd traffic and actual DDoS attack.

### 8. Experimental Setup

**Overall Traffic flow:** We tested our proposed solution in a simulation environment. An experimental cloud data center consisting of number of virtual machines was aimed for network and application based flooding attack from multiple sources. The attack traffic was manipulated and replicated to target the victim’s computing resources such as CPU, bandwidth, memory etc. The experimental results of attack traffic without the proposed defense system and with proposed defense system have been shown below. A sudden surge in incoming traffic was experienced at border router of test data center when the flooding attack was launched.

Figure 4 shows a part of network traffic statistic at the DC during the DDoS flood attack. The graph shows the packet flow with X-axis as time (second) and Y-axis as number of packets/second.

![Traffic approaching DC during attack](image)

**Figure 4. Traffic approaching DC during attack**

Figure 5 shows the network traffic statistic approaching the data center when the DC is equipped with proposed DDoS defense system. There has been a significant packet drop at border router while mostly legitimate packets are passed to avail the service from cloud environment.

![Attack traffic approaching DC with defense system](image)

**Figure 5. Attack traffic approaching DC with defense system**

Figure 6 shows the normal traffic flow when there is no DDoS attack. Hence the comparison can be seen here how a DDoS flood attack increases the network traffic substantially in cloud environment while legitimate users cannot get the service hosted in DC.

![Traffic approaching DC when no attack](image)

**Figure 6. Traffic approaching DC when no attack**

The experimental result of the defense system is shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Class</th>
<th>Number of test data</th>
<th>Accurate detection</th>
<th>Inaccurate detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attack Low</td>
<td>2650</td>
<td>2436</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Medium-High</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>2434</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack High</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>2990</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4200</td>
<td>4106</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We would calculate the accuracy of the system with performance measurement matrices as defined in [47]:

**Table 4. Result**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Traffic Class detection</th>
<th>Expected detection Traffic Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>A=1009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>C=224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>B=142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>D=1425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy = (1009 + 1425) / (1009 + 1425 + 224 + 1425) = 0.8693
Sensitivity = 1425 / (1425 + 1425) = 0.9094
Specificity = 1009 / (1009 + 224) = 0.8183
Precision = 0.8642
False Positive Rate (Reliability) = 0.1358
False Negative Rate = 0.1234

**Email Server Response Time:** Email response time by the email server is a measure of time elapsed between sending and receiving email requests. When the email server in cloud...
is affected by DDoS attack, a significant delay in email response time is experienced. Figure 7 shows the email response time captured in three different scenarios and a significant drop in attack packets is seen while defense mechanism is on during attack.

**FTP Server response time:** Same as email server response time, FTP server response time is also affected considerably. The elapsed time is measured by duration between sending an ftp packet request to server and receiving the packet from server. While the server experiences DDoS attack, the ftp packet response is delayed. Figure 8 shows different scenarios of ftp server response time under attack and without attack.

![Traffic approaching email server](image)

**Figure 7.** Traffic approaching email server

**Profit Analysis:** As discussed in [67], cloud operational cost is estimated based upon data transmission and memory R/W operations at data centers. If $T = \text{time (hrs)}$, $C_{BW} = \text{Bandwidth Cost}$, $C_{MEM} = \text{physical memory cost}$, $C_{VM} = \text{VM environment cost}$, $C_{DS} = \text{data storage cost}$, then total cost at data center can be calculated as:

$$Total\ Cost = \sum_{n=1}^{T}(C_{BW} + C_{MEM} + C_{VM} + C_{DS})$$

![Traffic approaching ftp server](image)

**Figure 8.** Traffic approaching ftp server

DDoS defense mechanism provides resource protection and resource availability to legitimate users. It detects attackers early and prevents them to avail further access of the cloud data centers. Data transmission and memory operation cost are reduced considerably. Hence it contributes significantly in saving cost at data centers. The cost may vary based upon individual invested on each constraint.

**Comparison with existing schemes:** The fuzzy logic based scheme described in this paper is an anomaly and pattern based detection technique that considers DDoS attack in Cloud Environment from multiple aspects. As the fuzzy rules can be deduced from various key network parameters whose values are mostly altered in a DDoS scenario, a service provider can get the flexibility of defining own rules as per the services offered. Unlike existing schemes as discussed earlier, this fuzzy based defense mechanism provides a hybrid and cooperative, simpler yet robust system, effective for detecting and defending DDoS attack in a distributed, cloud network from multiple perspectives with a proven experimental outcome.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

DDoS is a common yet powerful attack that exhausts the computing resources of the data centers and disrupts the overall service hosted there. With the advent of different DDoS attack tools, flooding from distributed sources has become easy to launch and difficult to mitigate. It is also required to distinguish legitimate packets from attack packets so that valid users are not affected by the attack and they get uninterrupted service. In this paper we have proposed a fuzzy logic based defense mechanism that is first trained with training data and rules are defined as per the possible traffic pattern of the cloud environment so that the system can infer the traffic class based upon acquired knowledge. We have taken some predefined traffic parameters that vary significantly between a normal traffic pattern and attack traffic pattern and defined the fuzzy rules based upon that. However for any particular data center, from ddos traffic pattern, the parameters can be changed based upon specific requirements and rules can be designed based upon that. Day by day the attackers are coming up with more sophisticated ways of generating DDoS attack. So there cannot be any ultimate defense mechanism that can protect DCs from all kind of DDoS attack. Hence defending approaches should also be updated and modified frequently. Our future work is to design the DDoS defense mechanism with more fine-tuned intelligent, knowledge based system so that it can defend sophisticated attacks further in the application level.
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